Wellness in the Workplace
with
Michelle Emmanuelle
Supporting the health and wellness of your
organization’s culture by focusing on the whole
person.
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About Michelle
Michelle is an educator, Wellness and Executive Coach. She has
over 15 years in education, facilitation and conflict resolution
support. Michelle works with a diverse cross section of leaders
and organizations from the professional women’s group with

toolkit for sustaining DEI
practices by providing nontriggering language,
somatic tools and support
based on our commonalities
as human beings first.

Dress for Success to the Global Leadership team of Cisco Meraki.
Michelle uses her background as a 500hr certified yoga
instructor and wellness coach to offer support in burnout
recovery, mindset for success, yoga, nutrition, Anti-Racism and
sustainable DEI (Diversity, Equity and Inclusion) practices.
*Curated one-on-one coaching is also available. I focus on helping individuals recover from burnout.
MICHELLE@SUSTAINABLECHANGEMAKER.COM
SUSTAINABLECHANGEMAKER.COM

